6-10 YEAR-OLDS
FRIDAY ENRICHMENT OPTIONS

FRIDAY SCHEDULE Spring 2019

PERIOD 1
9-9:55 AM

Cooking through US History (ages 6-9) - What new foods were introduced during the Industrial Revolution and during the World
Wars? What did our great grandparents put on the table during the Great Depression? How did Americans change their eating
habits during the 1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s? Join us as we prepare kid-friendly authentic recipes used by our American ancestors
and as we have fun playing games, listening to music, and doing other hands-on activities that will teach us more about our
amazing country, the United States of America.

$145.00

Kids Around the World (ages 6-10) - Have you ever wondered what it would be like to grow up on the other side of the world?
Would it be very different from growing up here? We are about to embark on a journey around the world to see how children in
other areas of the world spend their day. What do they do? What do they eat? What is their school like? What games do they
play? What celebrations do they enjoy? Each week we will visit a different country and hear the story of a child that lives there.
We will find the country on the map and then our fun begins. We will end class with a stamp in our passports so we can remember
our travels. Join us as we travel the world and make new friends.

$125.00

Characteristics of Flight (ages 8-10) - Ready, Set, Lift Off! This class will explore the characteristics of flight and the properties of $130.00
air through experimentation and investigation. We will explore how airplanes fly through experiments and student activities while
learning the scientific method, different types of aircrafts, as well as famous aviators that have made history. At the end of semester
the students will construct their own mini-airplane based off of the properties we have learned and compete against one another to
see whose can fly the farthest.
The Secret Garden (ages 8-12) - Take a journey with the character of the novel "The Secret Garden". As the heroine of the
story, Mary Lennox discovers how fun gardening can be, she finds true friendships and healing for herself and her friends. We will
learn the history of various garden styles. We will experiment with the science of botany by growing our own plants in class. The
students will explore chemistry by testing the soil and play with geometry by designing and rendering their very own garden.

$130.00

Spring Choir (ages 8-18) - This exciting Spring Musical Choir will improve students vocal abilities while singing songs from
popular musicals! This jam- packed fun class will teach students proper vocal techniques for individual and group singing,
harmonies and basic music theory. The class will culminate with a "Mini Musical" performance to showcase their accomplishments
during the class!

$125.00

Physical Education 2 (ages 9-13) - We will focus on team sports and movement skills, games, and the components of fitness!
The activities are designed to help the student develop a Christian perspective on health, fitness, game play and sportsmanship.
Students will be able to identify, review and apply various exercise modules. Emphasis will also be placed on learning sports skills
and rules of the game. FITNESS COMPONENTS: HIIT, Tabata, Core Training and Intro to Pilates emphasis. NEW FALL GAMES:
GaGaBall, Pickleball NEW SPRING GAMES: Speedball

$130.00

Art Lab (ages 6-10) - Bring your creativity and enthusiasm for an amazing, artistic adventure! This class will engage the students in $130.00
a new art project every week. Students will learn a little about different styles of popular art and the artists who created them, but
the primary focus will be the unique art that each student will create themselves. All of the fun of arts and crafts with none of them
mess for parents!Students will engage in a diverse offering of projects to practice their creative and artistic talents AND to have lots
of fun doing it!
Physical Education 1 (ages 6-9) - We will focus on sports and movement skills, games, the components of fitness and plain ole
$130.00
FUN! The activities are designed to help the student develop a Christian perspective on health, fitness, game play and
sportsmanship. Emphasis will also be placed on learning manipulative and locomotor skills. Physical Education 1 students will have
fun learning through warm-ups, cool downs, cooperative, traditional and non-traditional games.

PERIOD 2
10-10:55
AM

Money Matters for Me (ages 8-12) Learning about money can be fun! We will embark on a financial journey in this class studying
spending, saving, and biblical stewardship. Using the Money Matters for Kids book by Larry Burkett (a copy of the book is included
in the price of the class), your student will learn fun and creative tools for applying their newfound financial knowledge. Weekly
activities will include jokes, puzzles, games, and other creative activities as we learn godly money-managing principles. We will
work on a weekly budget and saving project, practice good shopping habits, and learn how to honor God with our finances.

$125.00

Exploring the Land of Lincoln (ages 8-12) Come, learn more about the place we call home! Illinois is full of rich (and surprising)
history. This class will present it in a fun and engaging way! Class time will include exciting, hands-on projects as we travel through
time from the beginnings of our home state until the present. Everyone will take home their own journal at the end of the semester
to revisit our history whenever they want!

$130.00

full descriptions are available online - www.thelearningvine.org
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PERIOD 2
10-10:55
AM

Cooking through US History (ages 10-12) - What new foods were introduced during the Industrial Revolution and during the
World Wars? What did our great grandparents put on the table during the Great Depression? How did Americans change their
eating habits during the 1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s? Join us as we prepare kid-friendly authentic recipes used by our American
ancestors and as we have fun playing games, listening to music, and doing other hands-on activities that will teach us more about
our amazing country, the United States of America.

$145.00

Strummers Guitar Class (ages 8-18) - Want to play guitar and learn some new songs right away? If so, this class is for you! This
class is great for beginners and intermediate players and will culminate with a performance at the end of the semester!

$130.00

Physical Education 1 (ages 6-9) - We will focus on sports and movement skills, games, the components of fitness and plain ole
$130.00
FUN! The activities are designed to help the student develop a Christian perspective on health, fitness, game play and
sportsmanship. Emphasis will also be placed on learning manipulative and locomotor skills. Physical Education 1 students will have
fun learning through warm-ups, cool downs, cooperative, traditional and non-traditional games.
Super Science (ages 6-10) - This class will study the life cycles of a chicken, a frog, plants, and a butterfly. Using non-fiction books, $130.00
and LOTS of art & science activities students will have so much fun they will forget that they're learning! Class time will even
include observing some of the creatures we are studying IN CLASS. Be sure to bring your curiosity for a great time exploring God’s
creation!

PERIOD 3
11-11:55
AM

Asian Animal Adventures (ages 6-10) - Join us on an animal adventure to the Orient! This semester, we will visit the exotic,
diverse continent of Asia. We will explore the many varieties of animals that coexist on earth's largest continent. What lessons can
we learn about extinction from the Giant Pandas? Is the tiger the largest member of the cat family? We will learn about these and
8 more animals while exploring the land of Asia. The students will work weekly on a cumulative poster to brought home on the last
day of class. Lessons will focus on the geography of the area, classifying the animals by kingdom, learning the traits and
characteristics of animals, and practicing sketching our animals.

$125.00

Karate 2 (ages 8-18) - Basic self-defense training with Christian-living applications to inspire a closer walk with Christ. This system
of martial arts unites tang soo do karate, judo, Jiu Jitsu sport karate, and street survival techniques that provide a fast effective
method of self-defense.

$140.00

Watercolors (ages 9-13) -Students will learn the basics of watercolor painting. We will be exploring various watercolor

$130.00

Young Engineer’s Lab (ages 10-13) - You will not only have fun in this lab, you will also learn important engineering concepts!
Discover the strongest building shapes, problem-solve through challenges, and collaborate with friends to create the best project!
Everything is provided for this essential, 21st century skills class. No previous experience required!

$130.00

techniques. Each class, students will create a painting to explore the different ways watercolors can be utilized.
Materials will be provided. Watercolor is my favorite way to paint, and by the end of the semester, I hope it will be
yours too.

LUNCH
12-12:25
PM

Students enrolled in classes during period 3 or 4 are permitted to sign-up for a supervised lunch period at LV. Students must
register for lunch.

$5.00

Karate 1 (ages 5-7) - Basic self-defense training with Christian-living applications to inspire a closer walk with Christ. This system of $140.00
martial arts unites tang soo do karate, judo, Jiu Jitsu sport karate, and street survival techniques that provide a fast effective method
of self-defense.

PERIOD 4
12:30-1:25
PM

Storybook STEM (ages 6-9) - Come use your engineering skills to create happy ending to famous stories! A chair that Goldilocks
cannot break, a house that can withstand the wind, and an escape ladder for Rapunzel are among the fun challanges! Class time
will include a short story introduction with lots of time for hands-on building. Everything is provided, just bring your design and
problem-solving skills!

$130.00

Hands On LEGO A (ages 6-10) - NEW CHALLENGES & NEW LEGO SETS Join us for another exciting LEGO adventure in this
fun, hands-on class. Each exciting class will feature fun LEGO games and hands-on activities. At the end of the semester each
student will get to take home the LEGO bricks they used during the in-class challenges to add to their home LEGO collections.

$130.00

Cartooning for Kids (ages 8-12) - In this class student will study some iconic cartoons and why they are so effective. We will
progress through creating their own comic strip. Students will also do some caricature studies, and even their own caricature. The
class will be doing a lot of drawings, practicing student skills in the art of cartooning various subjects from people to pets!

$130.00

Me gusta el español (ages 8-13) - This fun and engaging academic elective class will have students practicing their new found
language skills from the first day of class! Students will learn Spanish through fun classroom activities and meaningful homework
that will build their vocabulary and conversation skills. As an academic elective, this class does require weekly homework that does
not require the parent to understand Spanish. This is a full year course. Returning students should register for this class to
complete their Spanish study.

$180
$360/yr

full descriptions are available online - www.thelearningvine.org
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Beginning and Advanced Sewing (ages 8-18) - First semester beginning sewing students learn about the sewing machine, its
$195.00
parts, and how to use it. They learn proper sewing techniques and about all of the important sewing supplies. Intermediate students
make a small quilt, apron, pot holder, skirt, and pajamas. More advanced students select patterns of their own choice, learning more
advanced techniques. This is a two-hour class.

PERIOD 5
1:30-2:25
PM

Play & Learn Spanish (ages 5-8) - Did you know that early childhood is the best time to learn a second language? Welcome to a
fun, hands-on Spanish class specifically designed to introduce Spanish to young students through play and activity. Each week an
exciting new theme is introduced and language and grammar are learned through entertaining songs, games, stories and projects.
Each student is also given an online magazine subscription with audio to be able to hear simple Spanish stories at home during the
week. ¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español! Welcome to Spanish class!

$130.00

Fairy Tales & Fables Theater (ages 6-10) Hear ye! Hear ye! Calling all students who love to read or listen to Fairy Tales and
Fables. This Reader’s Theater class will incorporate reading strategies and a student’s desire to perform through a shared, live
experience which offers a completely different dynamic than reading a book aloud. This class will offer an entertaining and
engaging means of fostering and enhancing reading fluency and building confidence. No reading experience is necessary. Simply
bring your love of stories every week.

$125.00

Ballet & Folk Dance (ages 6-10) - Ballet emphasizes strength, flexibility, alignment, & musicality. Class will focus on learning ballet $125.00
barre work, center work and across the floor work. Folk dance emphasizes the exploration of different cultures and rhythm. An inclass performance will take place the last day of class. Comfortable attire required. Ballet shoes are strongly recommended
Karate 3 (ages 8-18) - Basic self-defense training with Christian-living applications to inspire a closer walk with Christ. This system
of martial arts unites tang soo do karate, judo, Jiu Jitsu sport karate, and street survival techniques that provide a fast effective
method of self-defense.

$140.00

Hands On LEGO B (ages 8-13) - NEW CHALLENGES & NEW LEGO SETS Join us for another exciting LEGO adventure in this
fun, hands-on class. Each exciting class will feature fun LEGO games and hands-on activities. At the end of the semester each
student will get to take home the LEGO bricks they used during the in-class challenges to add to their home LEGO collections.

$130.00

Shipwrecked with Pirates Writing Adventure (ages 8-13) - In this fun and interactive class we will use the book Swiss Family
$125.00
Robinson as a springboard in writing a shipwreck adventure all our own. Learn “pirate lingo” and discover your pirate name! We will
develop fun characters, settings and plots. We will learn how to incorporate simple literary devices, write limericks about our
characters and use personification. The culmination will be a written and illustrated story and Flashlight Theater. This is great way to
develop the avid writer or to hook the reluctant one. Beginners welcome!

full descriptions are available online - www.thelearningvine.org

full descriptions are available online - www.thelearningvine.org

